
 

SI100B/F: Introduction to Information

Science and Technology

Part I: Python Programming

邱越

School of Information Science and Technology

ShanghaiTech University

Python Programming Teaching Group
 

Instructor
Yue Qiu（邱越）

Office: SIST Building 2, 403.
Email: qiuyue@shanghaitech.edu.cn (mailto:qiuyue@shanghaitech.edu.cn)
Office hour: upon request via email

mailto:qiuyue@shanghaitech.edu.cn


Research Interest
scientific computing.
data assimilation.
data sciences.

 

TAs

 

TA Office Hours and Locations
 

Nianrong Fang, Mon. 22:00 -- 23:00, Week 2 -- 9, 9号楼书院，fangnr@shanghaitech.edu.cn
(mailto:fangnr@shanghaitech.edu.cn)
Taotao Zhou, Tue. 19:00 -- 20:00, Week 2 -- 9, 10号楼书院，zhoutt@shanghaitech.edu.cn
(mailto:zhoutt@shanghaitech.edu.cn)
Jiaxuan Ma, Wed. 17:00 -- 18:00, Week 2 -- 9, 10号楼书院，majx@shanghaitech.edu.cn
(mailto:majx@shanghaitech.edu.cn)
Jintian Hu, Thu. 20:00 -- 21:00, Week 2 -- 9, 8号楼书院，hujt@shanghaitech.edu.cn
(mailto:hujt@shanghaitech.edu.cn)
Yuhan Cao, Fri. 22:00 -- 23:00, Week 2 -- 9, 9号楼书院，caoyh1@shanghaitech.edu.cn
(mailto:caoyh1@shanghaitech.edu.cn),

mailto:fangnr@shanghaitech.edu.cn
mailto:zhoutt@shanghaitech.edu.cn
mailto:majx@shanghaitech.edu.cn
mailto:hujt@shanghaitech.edu.cn
mailto:caoyh1@shanghaitech.edu.cn


Course Setup
Week 1-16, 2 times per week  

Python Programming (20%)  
Fridays of Week 1-8, 8:15 -- 9:55, Teaching Center 201
Performance Evaluation;

3 programming tasks (80%)
2 quizzes (20%)  

Final Project (40%)  
Week 13 -- 16, Mon. and Fri.
SIST 1A-106
30 positions related with Python Programming available

Technical Details (Python Programming)
 

Lectures by Instructors
slides made by Jupyter Notebook;
announcement posted on Piazza/Blackboard via Email;
office hour: upon request via email (qiuyue@shanghaitech.edu.cn
(mailto:qiuyue@shanghaitech.edu.cn));

 
Discussions by TAs

5 TAs
Tutorial session (Friday: 18:55 -- 20:35), Week 1, 3, 5, 7 for Python part
cf. Page 2 for Office hours

 
Tools

slides, reading stuff et al. on Piazza (https://piazza.com/shanghaitech.edu.cn/spring2022/si100/home
(https://piazza.com/shanghaitech.edu.cn/spring2022/si100/home))

mailto:qiuyue@shanghaitech.edu.cn
https://piazza.com/shanghaitech.edu.cn/spring2022/si100/home


discussions and announcement via Piazza
Google (https://www.google.com/), Stackoverflow (https://stackoverflow.com/), Baidu;

Academic Integrity
Wikipedia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_integrity): ethical policy of academia

avoidance of cheating or plagiarism;
maintenance of academic standards;
honesty and rigor in research and academic publishing;

Dos
all work should be done individually and independently;
discuss with others;

Don'ts
copy from the web or others;
give or expose your code to others;
make your code public accessible;

We
have powerful tools to automatic detect code plagiarism;
zero tolerance of any misconduct;

Details: read 《上海科技⼤学学术道德规范（试⾏）》《信息学院学术诚信问题的处罚细则 （试
⾏）》

Python: How Much Do You Know
Overview

interpreted, high-level, general-purpose programming language;
not an animal
named after the BBC comedy "Monty Python's Flying Circus"
1.0 released in 91, 2.0 in 00, 3.0 in 08;
not backward-compatible, Python3.X cannot run Python2.X code;

https://www.google.com/
https://stackoverflow.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_integrity


Inventor
Guido van Rossum (Dutch, 1951)
MSc of Math and CS, UvA (82)
started Python development in 89 (too boring during Christmas)

Core Philosophy
Beautiful is better than ugly;
Explicit is better than implicit;
Simple is better than complex;
Complex is better than complicated;
Readability counts.

In [1]:

The Zen of Python, by Tim Peters 

Beautiful is better than ugly. 

Explicit is better than implicit. 

Simple is better than complex. 

Complex is better than complicated. 

Flat is better than nested. 

Sparse is better than dense. 

Readability counts. 

Special cases aren't special enough to break the rules. 

Although practicality beats purity. 

Errors should never pass silently. 

Unless explicitly silenced. 

In the face of ambiguity, refuse the temptation to guess. 

There should be one-- and preferably only one --obvious way to do it. 

Although that way may not be obvious at first unless you're Dutch. 

Now is better than never. 

Although never is often better than *right* now. 

If the implementation is hard to explain, it's a bad idea. 

If the implementation is easy to explain, it may be a good idea. 

Namespaces are one honking great idea -- let's do more of those! 

import this



Popularity of Python
Source: Statisticstimes (http://statisticstimes.com/tech/top-computer-languages.php) and IEEE Spectrum
(https://spectrum.ieee.org/computing/software/the-top-programming-languages-2019)  
 

Who Uses Python

http://statisticstimes.com/tech/top-computer-languages.php
https://spectrum.ieee.org/computing/software/the-top-programming-languages-2019


What Can Python Do
Machine Learning and AI

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Computer Vision
 
 



Data Science and Visualization
Pandas (https://pandas.pydata.org/) and Matplotlib (https://matplotlib.org)

 
 

 

Source: geopanda (https://geopandas.org)

Math Equation Illustration

with ,  and

𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥∫
𝑏

𝑎

𝑎 = 2 𝑏 = 9

𝑓(𝑥) = (𝑥 − 3)(𝑥 − 5)(𝑥 − 7) + 85

https://pandas.pydata.org/
https://matplotlib.org/
https://geopandas.org/


In [2]:
'''

this demo code comes from the matplotlib gallery 

at https://matplotlib.org/gallery/index.html

'''

%run ./code/integral



Computational Physics
Elastic Wave Equation

 

𝜌 = 𝐟 + (𝜆 + 2𝜇)∇(∇ ⋅ 𝐮) − 𝜇∇ × (∇ × 𝐮)
𝐮𝑑2

𝑑𝑡2

Other Applications
Computational mechanics

Fenics (https://fenicsproject.org/)
Computational biology/chemistry

Molecular simulation: OpenMM (http://openmm.org/), MDAnalysis (https://www.mdanalysis.org/)
Web data crawling

Scrapy (https://scrapy.org/)
Web development

Django (https://www.djangoproject.com/)
Game development

https://fenicsproject.org/
http://openmm.org/
https://www.mdanalysis.org/
https://scrapy.org/
https://www.djangoproject.com/


Pygame (https://www.pygame.org/news)
... never ends

Why Python (serious)

https://www.pygame.org/news


Why Python (not so serious)



Tips to Learn Python
Be active

TA tourial, piazza discussions, coding assignment;
Self motivated

use Python to solve your academic/daily problems;
Use the Internet

Google, Stackoverflow, github, Quora (https://www.quora.com/), et al.;
online resources

coursera (https://www.coursera.org/), edX (https://www.edx.org/)
Kaggle (https://www.kaggle.com/), Datacamp (https://www.datacamp.com/)
Learn Python (https://www.learnpython.org/)

The best way to learn a language is to use it!

Reference Book (not necessary)

https://www.quora.com/
https://www.coursera.org/
https://www.edx.org/
https://www.kaggle.com/
https://www.datacamp.com/
https://www.learnpython.org/


How Code Runs on Modern Computers
Von Neumann Architecture

proposed by John von Neumann
born in Hungry, 1903
diploma in chemical engineering at ETH Zürich, 1926
PhD in mathematics, Budapest University, 1926
postdoc with David Hilbert, 1926-1927
affiliated with Princeton University since 1930

built upon stored-program computer concept
instructions and data are both stored in computer memory

still used nowadays
consists of

Control Unit, Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU), Registers (CPU)
Memory Unit
Inputs/Outputs

Code Execution



compiled languages
 

code  machine language {0, 1}  execution

 
eg., C, C++, C#, Fortran

interpreted languages
 

code  execution

 
eg., Python, Matlab, Ruby

− →−−−−
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟

− →−−
𝐶𝑃𝑈

− →−−−−−
𝐶𝑃𝑈

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

How to get Python
Option 1: Install Anaconda (recommended)

include core Python environment, IDE (integrated development environment), all in one
more than 180 widely used packages available
easy to install and manage packages, solving dependency
Python 3.9 version for this course (Anaconda 2021.11 Installer)
Download at https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/#download-section
(https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/#download-section)
install

sh /your path/anaconda.sh  in Linux or macOS
double click anaconda.exe  in Windows

check Python version under conda environment
python --version , returns Python3 version by default
python2 --version , retuns Python2 version

Option 2: Get from python.org (not recommended)

https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/#download-section


manually package maintance
dependency difficult to resolve

In [3]:

Write Your First Python Code
Two different modes

1. Interactive mode
command line shell

type python  to enter interactive mode of Python3 (Anaconda prompt)
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
use python3  to start Python3 interactive mode in Linux/macOS
 
 

Python 3.7.11 

'''

"!" is only used in Jupyter Notebook to execute shell

In Linux/macOS terminal, just type the following command without "!"

'''

 

!python --version



 
 
 
 
 

type print('Hello, world!')  or print("Hello, world!") , executes immediately after "Enter"
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
direct display, suitable for test/debug
script/code not reusable
Jupyter Notebook embedded

In [4]:

Two different modes
2. Batch mode

creat a Python script file named 'hello.py' using your preferred IDE/editor (Vim, Emacs, Atom, et al.)

Hello, world! 

# works also in Jupyter Notebook

 

print('Hello, world!')



# this is a simple python script 

print('hello, world')

'#' is used to start a comment
in the terminal, type python3 hello.py  to run the script

 
 
 
 

 
suitable for complicated code development, reuse, rewrite, ...
Jupyter Notebook embedded

In [5]:

Print in a Nutshell
built-in function print()
full syntax

print(*objects, sep=' ', end='\n', file=sys.stdout, flush=False)

parameters
objects - objects to be printed, ***** indicates that there may be more than one object, e.g.,

hello, world! 

'''

run the batch mode in Jupyter Notebook

two options

'''

 

!python ./code/hello.py #WI 

#%run ./code/hello.py 



 print('hello', 'world')

sep - objects are separated by sep. Default value: ' '
end - end  is printed at last
file - must be an object with write(string) method. If omitted, sys.stdout  will be used, objects are
printed on the screen
flush - If True , the stream is forcibly flushed. Default value: False
 

sep , end , file , and flush  are keyword arguments, they should be set properly. E.g.,

print(*objects, sep='separator')

not

print(*objects, 'separator')

In [6]:

Learning Python is fun! 

pi =  3.14 

pi =  3.14  = x 

print('Learning Python is fun!')

 

pi = 3.14

# print two objects

print('pi = ', pi)

 

x = pi

# print three objects

print('pi = ', pi, ' = x')



In [7]:

Question 1
Write one line code to output 1#2#3#4
while only one # can be used

In [8]:

Escape Characters
Escape characters consists of a backslash (\) followed by the character

Escape Character    Meaning     Example (print() )   Output  

\' ' Don\'t do this Don't do this

Python is fun! 

pi = xxxx3.14 

pi =  3.14  

1234 

1#2#3#4 

# print() with more parameters

 

print('Python is fun!', end='\n\n')

pi = 3.14

print('pi = ', pi, sep='xxxx', end='\n')

print('pi = ', pi, sep='\t', end='\n')

print('1234',sep='#')

print('1','2','3','4',sep='#')



Escape Character    Meaning     Example (print() )   Output  

\" " Penny said \"hi\" Penny said "hi"

\\ \ backslash: \\ backslash: \

\n linebreak a\nb a 
b

\t TAB a\tb a    b

\b backspace ab\bc ac

\r overriding 123456\rXX_XX XX_XX6

In [9]:

Question 2
How to print "It doesn't matter" on the screen with " " included?

Don't do this 

Penny said "hi" 

backslash: \ 

a 

b 

a b  

ac  

XX_XX6 

# examples of escape characters in Python

 

print('Don\'t do this')

print('Penny said \"hi\"')

print('backslash: \\')

print('a\nb')

print('a\tb')

print('ab\bc ')

print('123456\rXX_XX')



In [10]:

Comments in Python
lines in the code that are not executed
increase readability

when you read your own code later
when others read your code

One line comment
starts with #

# this line is not executed 

print('single line comment')

Multiline comments
use three single quotes (''') before and after the block

'''comments start here 

bla bla bla 

bla bla bla 

comments end here''' 

print('multiline comments with \'\'\'')

use three double quotes (""") before and after the block

"It " 

print('\"It \"')



"""comments start here 

bla bla bla 

bla bla bla 

comments end here""" 

print('multiline comments with \"\"\"')

add '#' to the beginning of each line

# comments start here 

# bla bla bla 

# bla bla bla 

# comments end here 

print('multiline comments with #, ')



In [11]:

single line comment 

multiline comments with ''' 

multiline comments with """ 

# this line is not executed

print('\nsingle line comment\n\n')

 

'''comments start here

bla bla bla

bla bla bla

comments end here'''

print('multiline comments with \'\'\'\n\n')

 

"""comments start here

bla bla bla

bla bla bla

comments end here"""

print('multiline comments with \"\"\"\n\n')

 

# comments start here

# bla bla bla

# bla bla bla

# comments end here

print('multiline comments with #, looks stupid\n\n')



start

assign x

print

end

re-assign x

print

Program Flow
 

A program is a collection of instructions to be executed

1. Sequential flow
executed in exact top-down order

  x = 2 

  print(x) 

  x = x + 2 

  print(x)

In [12]:

2. Conditional flow

multiline comments with #, looks stupid 

2 

4 

x = 2

print(x)

x = x + 2

print(x)



start

read time from OS

6 <= hour < 12 ? print "Morning"
Yes

12 <= hour < 18 ? print
"Afternoon"

Yes

18 <= hour < 24 ? print "Evening"

print "Night"

Yes

No

No

No

End

execute only when conditions are satisfied
 

often if...else...  statement used
indentation is key to locate the branch
 

e.g., read OS time and display the time range

import time 

# get the current hour from OS 

t = time.localtime().tm_hour 

# check the time range 

if 6 <= t < 12 : 

  print('Morning') 

elif 12 <= t < 18 : 

  print('Afternoon') 

elif 18 <= t < 24 : 

  print('Evening') 

else : 

  print('Night') 

print('\nFinished')



In [13]:

Question 3
Write your code to return the maximum number among three given
numbers

assume 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦 ≠ 𝑧

Evening 

Finished 

import time

# get the current hour from OS

t = time.localtime().tm_hour

# check the time range

if 6 <= t < 12 :

    print('Morning')

elif 12 <= t < 18 :

    print('Afternoon')

elif 18 <= t < 24 :

    print('Evening')

else :

    print('Night')

print('\nFinished')



In [14]:

3. Repeated flow
execute code block multiple times

often used with while , and for  statements

e.g., print "Penny" three times

max is y 

x = 2

y = 4

z = 1

 

if x > y :

    if x > z :

        print('max is x')

    else :

        print('max is z')

else :

    if y > z :

        print('max is y')

    else :

        print('max is z')

 

    

            



Start

Initialize i = 1

i < 4 ?

print "Penny"

i = i + 1 End

Yes
No

i = 1

while i < 4 : 

  print("Penny") 

  i = i + 1 

print('\nFinished')

loops : code blocks that are executed multiple times
an index that change each time (i in this example) to stop the repeatition

In [15]:

Question 4
Print "Today is Monday" five times on the screen

Penny 

Penny 

Penny 

finished 

i = 1

while i < 4 :

    print("Penny")

    i = i + 1

print('\nfinished')



Lecture Summary
Course setup
Brief history of Python
General introduction of Python applications
Python environment setup
Print, comment and basic control flow

Readings (recommended)
Python Tutorial (https://docs.python.org/3/tutorial/), Chapter 1 - 2
Assignments may cover contents from the readings, which is beyond the scope of the given lectures

https://docs.python.org/3/tutorial/

